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The potential of short message system (SMS) text mes-
saging and other mobile phone–based methods (collec-

tively often called mHealth) to engage patients in their own 
health care has been met with great enthusiasm because of 
the relatively low cost, transportability, and widespread use 
of these technologies: More than 6 billion people worldwide 
have access to mobile phones.1 By providing reminders and 
enhancing communication and interaction with healthcare 
professionals, there is compelling evidence for patients with 
HIV/AIDS that mHealth can improve adherence to medica-
tions and suppress viral loads.2–4
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The evidence of the effectiveness of these strategies for 
noncommunicable diseases is, unfortunately, less robust.5,6 A 
2012 Cochrane systematic review identified only 4 random-
ized trials of text messaging interventions that included a total 
of 182 patients.6 These studies supported the effectiveness of 
text messaging to improve medication adherence but were 
limited in scope, size, and duration.6 An even more recent 
2015 systematic review of cardiovascular disease manage-
ment identified 3 additional studies, the largest consisting of 
128 adults.5 Patient adherence to medications improved after 
the SMS interventions, but the results were mixed in terms of 
other outcomes, including glycemic control, costs, and emer-
gency department use.7–9

Accordingly, developing and empirically evaluat-
ing mHealth tools is essential and particularly relevant in 
resource-poor settings where the burden of cardiovascular 
disease is exceptionally high and rapidly growing.5 In this 
issue of Circulation, Bobrow and colleagues10 describe what 
is, to the best of our knowledge, the largest reported trial of 
text messaging for noncommunicable disease. Their carefully 
conducted randomized-controlled effectiveness trial targeted 
patients with high blood pressure in Cape Town, South Africa 
and tested 2 different text messaging systems, unidirectional 
information-only messages and 2-way interactive messages, 
among 1372 patients of mostly black African or mixed 

ancestry, the majority of whom had low monthly incomes.11 
The authors developed a bank of text messages that they 
mapped to behavioral change techniques, including goals and 
planning, repetition and substitution, social support, and natu-
ral consequences.11 The content of the messages was largely 
advice, providing information about pillboxes, appointment 
reminders, or medication side effects.11 In contrast, the inter-
active texting arm included texts from this bank but also asked 
participants to respond in a return text to an automated system.

Twelve months after randomization, the mean adjusted 
changes in systolic blood pressure among patients receiv-
ing information-only and interactive SMS modalities com-
pared with usual care were −2.2 mm Hg (95% confidence 
interval, −4.4 to −0.04) and −1.6 mm Hg (95% confidence 
interval, −3.7 to 0.6), respectively. Patients receiving text mes-
sages were also more likely to have blood pressures at goal 
(<140/90 mm Hg) compared with control patients at the end 
of the study (65% for both SMS arms versus 58% for control). 
Medication adherence, as measured by clinic dispensation 
data, was also better among patients receiving text messages 
than those receiving usual care (4% higher for both SMS arms 
than control). Notably, this study was not powered to examine 
differences between the 2 different modalities of text message 
delivery.

Unfortunately, the modest absolute effect of the tested 
interventions on blood pressure could have been predicted on 
the basis of several aspects of the study design. First, the trial 
was conducted in a robust and highly functioning clinic where 
visits are highly structured and medications are provided for 
free. As a result, patients in the usual care arm received quite 
good care, and it may have been hard to demonstrate an incre-
mental improvement above this. Second, all patients received a 
non–health-related text weekly for 6 weeks. Although this was 
done to maintain masking, it could conceivably have delivered 
nonspecific attention to the control group (and might explain 
the relatively impressive 6.5–mm Hg drop in blood pressure 
from baseline to 6 months). Lastly, patients were included in 
the trial if they had hypertension rather than poorly controlled 
hypertension. Although guidelines for hypertension are evolv-
ing12 and differ globally, a mean systolic blood pressure of 135 
mm Hg at baseline generally represented acceptable control in 
the absence of specific comorbidities at the time the study was 
conducted. Aiming for even better blood pressure control in 
this context may have been challenging.

So, do the relatively modest clinical effects mean that text 
messaging is not a useful strategy to engage patients in hyper-
tension control? The answer to this question is likely “no” for 
2 separate reasons. First, the low cost of SMS texting inter-
ventions may still make small reductions in blood pressure 
relatively cost-effective, similar to the clinically modest yet 
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cost-savings effect of mailed educational materials to encour-
age medication adherence.13 Clearly, SMS texting interven-
tions may not be a standalone solution to address poorly 
controlled hypertension, but they could nevertheless be part of 
a larger strategy to improve disease control.

Second, the results of the Bobrow et al study are really 
generalizable only to the way in which the intervention itself 
was delivered, and dismissing the trial results as proof that 
text messaging or mHealth does not work may undermine 
future efforts that use these technologies in different ways. 
Alternative methods of text messaging could conceivably lead 
to larger effects. In fact, relatively little is known about the 
optimal frequency, design, content, or duration of text mes-
sages. For example, although it is laudable that participants 
could choose up to 3 different languages for the texts, other 
customizations might have further helped. For instance, allow-
ing participants to choose the time of day of message receipt 
may also influence behavior change. All patients in this study 
also received only weekly text messages, which may have 
been insufficient to motivate true behavior change (particu-
larly in patients whose primary barrier to optimal adherence 
is forgetfulness). Although it is true, as the authors point out, 
that daily texts appear less effective than weekly texts for anti-
retroviral therapy, the data on which this conclusion is based 
are very limited, and hypertension is a very different disease 
from HIV/AIDS. The content of text messages themselves 
(eg, informational versus motivational) and their framing (eg, 
admonishing versus supportive) are no doubt important yet 
remain incompletely understood. Similarly, identifying the 
types of patients who benefit most from text messages could 
also be critical to their effectiveness. Finally, patients may 
have better outcomes if they could interactively text with their 
providers rather than an automated system or if further per-
sonalizations are implemented, although understandably this 
functionality would likely substantially impair cost-effective-
ness. Future studies should examine these, and many other, 
critical questions to optimize SMS texting interventions.

In this context, the study by Farmer and colleagues is an 
important scientific contribution and demonstrates the ability 
to conduct trials of mobile technology with rigor. The inves-
tigators should also be commended for their use of pragmatic 
methods (including limited inclusion and exclusion criteria 
and relatively simple methods for outcome assessment) and 
design techniques (eg, minimization) that are state of the art 
for more traditional efficacy trials. Perhaps most important, 
the trial was conducted in a resource-poor setting in which 
less evidence is available than in higher-income countries.5

Although text messaging and mHealth technologies may 
not work for all patients with chronic diseases, they represent 
a unique opportunity in health care. There is no other exist-
ing technology that could potentially improve human health 
that is already used many times per day by billions of people 
and whose use will assuredly increase over the coming years. 
Our challenge now is to figure out how to capitalize on its 
potential.
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